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30 YEARS OF COLLABORATION
. . . BETWEEN THE AUSTRIAN DIOPHANTINE NUMBER THEORY
RESEARCH GROUP AND THE NUMBER THEORY AND
CRYPTOGRAPHY SCHOOL OF DEBRECEN
CLEMENS FUCHS* AND LAJOS HAJDU**
Abstract. We highlight some of the most important cornerstones of the
long standing and very fruitful collaboration of the Austrian Diophantine
Number Theory research group and the Number Theory and Cryptography
School of Debrecen. However, we do not plan to be complete in any sense
but give some interesting data and selected results that we find particularly
nice. At the end we focus on two topics in more details, namely a problem
that origins from a conjecture of Re´nyi and Erdo˝s (on the number of terms
of the square of a polynomial) and another one that origins from a question
of Zelinsky (on the unit sum number problem), which will be presented in
turn. This paper evolved from a plenary invited talk that the authors gave
at the Joint Austrian-Hungarian Mathematical Conference 2015, August
25-27, 2015 in Gyo˝r (Hungary).
1. Introduction
There are a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations between Austrian and
Hungarian mathematicians in various fields of mathematics. In this paper we
shall give some account on this activity. However, since we can give only a very
restricted view into the fortunately extremely rich and vivid research activity
among Austrians and Hungarians, we shall restrict ourselves to research done in
Number Theory. Further, we do not even claim at all that we are able to give a
comprehensive account of the research done and/or in progress inside this tradi-
tional research field. Therefore, we shall concentrate on Diophantine problems
inside Number Theory, and even more restrictive, we shall focus on the research
done between the members of the research groups (in a broader sense) to which
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the authors belong to. What we hope to be able to do, is to try to exhibit some
of the main lines describing the very fruitful and long standing cooperation of
these research groups. Certainly, this is an enormous task in itself, surely we
shall miss beautiful, important and interesting points, which of course is com-
pletely due to our own ignorance and for which we apologize to the colleagues
not properly mentioned. Let us see what we can do about it!
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we shall explain who
“we” are - that is, we introduce our research groups. In Section 3 we shall
give some interesting data on our collaboration. A closer look at some of the
most important joint research topics and results within the collaboration will be
given in four subsections in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, respectively, we shall
make a closer look at two specific problems in some more details. The first of
these topics comes from the more recent research of the first author, the second
topic was chosen by the second author and it contains contributions of him with
Austrian colleagues. In the last section, we will summarize the main points and
give some outlook on current and future research. The references are split up in
two parts: [1] up to [64] lists the references which belong to our collaboration,
from [65] onwards we list other cited references (in both blocks the references
are listed in the usual alphabetical ordering).
2. Who we are - the research groups we belong to
The collaboration we are referring to is certainly a collaboration between
Austrian and Hungarian mathematicians. As already mentioned in the intro-
duction, we are more specific: We will restrict to joint work inside number
theory. Even more specifically we focus on Diophantine number theory. Even
more restrictively we focus on the collaboration between the two research groups
(in a broader sense) to which we belong to. First we will introduce the Austrian
group involved in the collaboration.
For the purpose of this paper we shall focus on the research groups in Graz
and Leoben and their “spin-offs”1 in Klagenfurt and Salzburg. These are the
groups in which the first author has his scientific origins (he was PhD student,
assistant and postdoc in Graz as well as teaching assistant in Leoben, now he
has his own research group in Salzburg). The members include (given in order
receiving their PhD degree)2:
1This is meant in the sense of the people from our collaboration that we have in mind.
C. Heuberger from the University of Klagenfurt and the first author from the University of
Salzburg both did their PhD with R. Tichy at TU Graz.
2In this list we are not mentioning our PhD students.
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• TU Graz: R. Tichy, P. Grabner, S. Frisch, C. Elsholtz, C. Aistleitner3,
C. Frei, D. Kreso, . . . , G. Wu¨stholz4, . . .
• KFU Graz: F. Halter-Koch, G. Lettl, A. Geroldinger, . . .
• Leoben: P. Kirschenhofer, J. Thuswaldner, C. van de Woestijne, . . .
• Klagenfurt: C. Heuberger5, . . .
• Salzburg: C. Fuchs, V. Ziegler, I. Pink, R. Paulin6, . . . , P. Hellekalek,
W. Schmid, . . .
Clearly, there are other important groups e.g. in Vienna (e.g. J. Schoissen-
geier, J. Schwermer, C. Baxa, L. Summerer, M. Drmota, G. Dorfer, E. Kra¨tzel,
W.G. Nowak, M. Ku¨hleitner, K. Scheicher, P. Surer, . . . ) and Linz (G. Larcher,
F. Pillichshammer, H. Niederreiter, A. Winterhof, . . . ); we will not mention their
important contributions in number theory in this paper (unless they were part
of the above groups in the past, as K. Scheicher, who did his PhD in Graz with
R. Tichy, or P. Surer, who did his PhD in Leoben with J. Thuswaldner).7
Because of his obvious special importance to the Austrian number theory com-
munity, we also mention W.M. Schmidt (University of Colorado, Boulder/US).
Much of our research is inspired or motivated by his work.
Now we turn to the Hungarian research group in which the second author
is involved. It is the Number Theory and Cryptography School of Debrecen,
whose founder and leader is K. Gyo˝ry. Its members include (given in order of
receiving their PhD degrees / starting their PhD studies):
• Debrecen: †B. Kova´cs, A. Petho˝, S. Turja´nyi, †Z. Papp,
†B. Brindza, I. Gaa´l, A´. Pinte´r, L. Hajdu, A. Be´rczes, T. Herendi,
Sz. Tengely, I. Pink, G. Nyul, A. Huszti, A. Bazso´, J. Folla´th,
Gy. Pe´ter, Zs. Ra´bai, N. Varga, J. Ferenczik, B. Rauf, E. Gyimesi,
T. Szabo´, M. Szikszai, Cs. Berto´k, G. Ra´cz
• Eger: †P. Kiss, F. Ma´tya´s, K. Liptai, T. Szaka´cs
• Marosva´sa´rhely (Tirgu Mures): Gy. Ma´rton
3C. Aistleitner did his PhD with R. Tichy at TU Graz. He is currently in Linz, but was
very recently awarded a START grant of the FWF to take place at TU Graz.
4G. Wu¨stholz is Emeritus Professor at ETH Zu¨rich and is currently involved in the research
project P26114 at TU Graz granted by the FWF.
5C. Heuberger has shifted his research interests slightly away from Diophantine number
theory, but since he had an important role in the collaboration, we want to mention him
nevertheless.
6R. Paulin and I. Pink are Hungarians who currently have postdoc positions (FWF grant
P24574 resp. P24801) at the University of Salzburg.
7For example we will not further mention the important recent joint work of W.M. Schmidt
and L. Summerer (cf. [155, 156, 157]), where they achieved a considerable progress on old
questions of Jarnik using their parametric geometry of numbers, even if these results clearly
belong to Diophantine number theory.
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• Miskolc: Cs. Rakaczki, P. Olajos
• Ny´ıregyha´za: J. Ko¨dmo¨n, Z. Csajbo´k
• Sopron: L. Szalay, K. Gueth
• Budapest: T. Kova´cs
The group is “vivid” and not at all closed. Members move in and out of the
research group (e.g. to focus more on cryptography) at certain times.
Certainly, (beside rich international contacts) the group has strong connec-
tions with many other excellent Hungarian researchers and research groups in
number theory (e.g. from the Re´nyi Institute, Eo¨tvo¨s University (ELTE), TU
Budapest, Institute for Computer Science and Control (SZTAKI), etc.).
Having localized now the participants of our collaboration, we shall give some
interesting data of our groups in the next section.
3. Some of the most important joint research topics and results
The main joint research topics practically cover all parts of Diophantine num-
ber theory, and several topics from representation theory, theory of (recurrence)
sequences, diophantine approximation, algebraic number theory and exponential
sums. We tried to extract some interesting data from Mathematical Reviews
(MR). This turned out to be not that easy, since the data in MR sometimes
lacked of completeness, e.g. sometimes there are different affiliations attached
to one and the same author or sometimes there is no affiliation attached at all.
(We mention P. Kiss, A. Petho˝ and also the first author as examples for such
assignment problems.) Thus the data below has to be taken with some care and
should be seen as verified lower bounds. We have included the list of references,
taken from MR, to which we refer to; see [1] up to [64].
The list of primary MR classification numbers, with joint publications are
the following:
05C25, 11A63, 11A67, 11B13, 11B30, 11B37, 11B75, 11D09,
11D25, 11D41, 11D45, 11D57, 11D59, 11D61, 11D72, 11J04,
11J25, 11K06, 11K16, 11K36, 11K60, 11K70, 11R06, 11R58,
11T23.
Here some more details on those 2010 Mathematical Subject Classification num-
bers, which appear most often, ordered by the number of appearances:
11A63 Elementary number theory. Radix representation; digital problems - 10
times
11K16 Probabilistic theory: distribution modulo 1; metric theory of algorithms.
Normal numbers, radix expansions, Pisot numbers, Salem numbers,
good lattice points, etc. - 6 times
11B37 Sequences and sets. Recurrences - 5 times
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11D41 Diophantine equations. Higher degree equations; Fermat’s equation - 5
times
11D59 Diophantine equations. Thue-Mahler equations - 5 times
11D45 Diophantine equations. Counting solutions of Diophantine equations -
4 times
11D09 Diophantine equations. Quadratic and higher degree equations - 3 times
According to MR, the two groups have at least 64 joint publications so far in
the above mentioned topics. The recorders are A. Petho˝ with 36 and R. Tichy
with 24 joint papers. They have 15 joint papers as coauthors. We also mention
J. Thuswaldner with at least 11 joint papers, V. Ziegler with at least 10 joint
papers, the first author with 7 joint papers with Hungarian colleagues as well as
P. Kiss with at least 5 joint papers, A´. Pinte´r and L. Szalay both with at least 4
joint papers and A. Be´rczes with at least 3 joint papers with Austrian colleagues
from our joint collaboration.
To the best of our knowledge, the first joint publication is (we will state one
of the results from that paper in Subsection 3.4 below):
P. Kiss, R. Tichy, Distribution of the ratios of the terms of a
second order linear recurrence. Nederl. Akad. Wetensch. Indag.
Math. 48 (1986), no. 1, 79–86.
Below we shall give some more details on joint research topics. We stress that
we will concentrate on joint research. Certainly, there are several other topics
where the members of the research groups obtained important (in many cases
outstanding) results. The topics which will be highlighted here are:
3.1 Parametric families of Thue equations
3.2 Canonical number systems and shift radix systems
3.3 Separated-variables Diophantine equations
3.4 Linear recurrence sequences
The details will be given in the next four subsections. In each of the subsections
we shall first introduce some important relevant notions and give main references
before we highlight some results from our collaboration from the last 30 years.
3.1. Parametric families of Thue equations. Let f ∈ Z[X,Y ] be an irre-
ducible form of degree at least 3 and m ∈ Z\{0}. The equation
f(x, y) = m
in x, y ∈ Z, is called a Thue equation. Some known results in chronological
order:
• Thue [165]: such a (Thue) equation has only finitely many solutions,
• Baker [67], Bugeaud and Gyo˝ry [78]: the solutions can be calculated
effectively,
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• Baker and Davenport [165], Petho˝ and Schulenberg [144], Tzanakis and
de Weger [169, 170, 171, 172, 173], Bilu and Hanrot [73]: the solutions
can be calculated efficiently8,
• Gill [104], Schmidt [152], Mason [140], Dvornicich and Zannier [82]: func-
tion field analogues of the above results,
• Gyo˝ry [109], Gyo˝ry, Be´rczes and Evertse [71]: results for finitely gener-
ated domains.
Since it is known that a single Thue equation has only finitely many solutions
and these solutions can, at least in principle, be calculated, the research focused
on solving families of Thue equations
fa(x, y) = m
in x, y ∈ Z, with fT ∈ Z[T ][X,Y ], a ∈ Z. Results are available for (for a survey
see [120]):
• families of fixed degree, e.g. by Thomas9 [164], . . . 10, Chen, Gaa´l,
Heuberger, Jadrijevic´, Lee, Lettl, Levesque, Mignotte, Petho˝, Tichy,
Togbe´, Roth, Tzanakis, Voutier, Wakabayashi, Ziegler,
• families of relative equations, e.g. by Heuberger, Petho˝ and Tichy [38,
39], Heuberger [121], Ziegler [183, 184, 187], Jadrijevic´ and Ziegler [124],
• families of arbitrary degree, e.g. by Halter-Koch, Lettl, Petho˝ and Tichy
[35], Heuberger [116, 118, 119], Heuberger and Tichy [122],
• function field analogues, e.g. by Fuchs and Ziegler [99, 100], Lettl [137,
138], Ziegler [185, 186], Fuchs and Jadrijevic´ [95], Gaa´l and Pohst [101,
102], Fuchs, Jurasic´ and Paulin [19].
There are already many names from our research groups mentioned in this list.
We give four explicit examples of joint results:
• Halter-Koch, Lettl, Petho˝ and Tichy ([35]; 1996): Let n ≥ 3, a1 =
0, a2, . . . , an−1 be distinct integers and an = a an integral parameter.
Let α = α(a) be a zero of P (x) =
∏n
i=1(x − ai) − d with d = ±1 and
suppose that the index I of 〈α− a1, . . . , α− an−1〉 in the group of units
of Z[α] is bounded by a constant J = J(a1, . . . , an−1, n) for every a
from some subset Ω ⊆ Z. Assume further that the Lang-Waldschmidt
conjecture is true. Then for all but finitely many values a ∈ Ω the
8Because of the huge bounds that typically arise by applying Baker’s method of linear
forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers, calculating all solutions to a conrete Thue equation
was - and still is - a non-trivial task; several people worked on this problem.
9This paper can be seen as starting point of the investigations on parametrized Thue
equations.
10We are not giving more references here but refer to [120] instead (even if that list is
certainly not up to date anymore, e.g. [168] and [176] are two examples of papers on this topic
which appeared afterwards). References with contributions from individual members from our
research groups are e.g. [117, 123, 141, 146, 142, 49, 50, 51, 57, 37, 115, 26, 27, 123].
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equation
∏n
i=1(x − aiy) − dyn = ±1 has only solutions (x, y) ∈ Z2
with |y| ≤ 1, except when n = 3 and |a2| = 1, or when n = 4 and
(a2, a3) ∈ {(1,−1), (±1,±2)} in which case there is exactly one more
solution for every values of a.
• Heuberger, Petho˝ and Tichy ([37]; 1998): The family of Thue equations
given by x(x − y)(x − ay)(x − (a + 1)y) − y4 = ±1 has only the trivial
solutions (x, y) ∈ {(±1, 0), (0,±1), (±1,±1), (±a,±1), (±(a + 1),±1)}
in Z2.
• Gaa´l and Lettl ([26, 27]; 2000): The family of Thue equations given by
x5+(a−1)2x4y−(2a3+4a+4)x3y2+(a4+a3+2a2+4a−3)x2y3+(a3+a2+
5a+3)xy4+y5 = ±1 has only trivial solutions±(x, y) ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)} for
a ∈ Z\{−1, 0} and (x, y) ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1), (±1, 1), (−2, 1) for a = −1, 0,
resp., in Z2.
• Fuchs, Jurasic´ and Paulin ([19]): The family of Thue equations given by
x(x−y)(x+y)(x−ay)+y4 = ξ with ξ ∈ C× and a ∈ C[T ]\C has only the
trivial solutions (x, y) ∈ {(ζ, 0), (0, ζ), (ζ, ζ), (−ζ, ζ), (ζa, ζ), (−ζ, ζa); ζ ∈
C×, ζ4 = ξ} in C[T ]2.
More results can be found e.g. in [38, 39, 49, 50, 51].
3.2. Canonical number systems and shift radix systems. Number sys-
tems and their generalizations have been studied for a very long time.
As it is well-known, any positive integer n can be uniquely written as
n =
k∑
i=0
dib
i,
where b ≥ 2 is a fixed integer (the base of the number system), and di ∈
{0, 1, . . . , b− 1} (dk 6= 0) are the digits.
Gru¨nwald [107] showed that this can be extended to the ring of integers, using
negative base b.
Extensions to rings of integers of algebraic number fields were worked out by
Knuth [133], Penney [143], Ka´tai and Szabo´ [128], Ka´tai and Kova´cs [129, 130],
Kova´cs [134], Gilbert [103], Kova´cs and Petho˝ [135], Ka´tai and Ko¨rnyei [131],
and many others. The main directions of research concern the description of
rings having a canonical number system, and the description of the canonical
number systems if they exist. The results are partly based upon deep theorems
of Gyo˝ry [108] yielding effective upper bounds for generators of power integral
bases in number fields.
Petho˝ ([145]; 1991) extended the notion to residue class rings of polynomials
(called CNS polynomials). If p(x) is irreducible with a root b, then Z[b] is
isomorphic to Z[x]/p(x)Z[x]. So the two notions are very much interrelated.
Such CNS polynomials were then described in various cases by Kova´cs [134],
Ka´tai and Kova´cs [130], Ko¨rmendi [136], Brunotte [76], Akiyama and Petho˝ [65],
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Scheicher and Thuswaldner [149] and others; see also the survey paper [1] and
the references there.
Later, Akiyama, Borbe´ly, Petho˝ and Thuswaldner ([2]; 2005) made the fol-
lowing generalization:
Let r = (r1, . . . , rd) ∈ Rd and τr : Zd → Zd be defined by τr(a1, . . . , ad) =
(a2, . . . , ad,−br1a1 + · · ·+ rdadc). If for all a we have τkr (a) = 0 for some k, then
τr is a SRS (short for shift radix system). Put D
0
d = {r : τr is SRS}.11
The importance of shift radix systems is shown by the fact that p(x) = xd +
pd−1xd−1 + p1x+ p0 (pi ∈ Z) is CNS if and only if (1/p0, pd−1/p0, . . . , p1/p0) ∈
D0d; see [2, 72].
In the past few years, extensive research has been done and interesting re-
sults concerning SRS-s have been obtained, by Akiyama, Borbe´ly, Brunotte,
Petho˝ and Thuswaldner [2], Akiyama, Brunotte, Petho˝ and Thuswaldner [4,
6, 7], Akiyama, Brunotte, Petho˝ and Steiner [5], Akiyama, Brunotte, Petho˝,
Steiner and Thuswaldner [8], Berthe´, Siegel, Steiner, Surer and Thuswaldner
[72], Huszti, Scheicher, Surer and Thuswaldner [40], Berthe´, Siegel, Steiner,
Surer and Thuswaldner [72], Brunotte, Kirschenhofer and Thuswaldner [77],
Madritsch and Petho˝ [54], Weitzer [177] and Petho˝, Varga and Weitzer [60]. See
also the survey papers [69, 132].
To show a particular, interesting example, extending the problem to the com-
plex field, Brunotte, Kirschenhofer, Thuswaldner ([77]; 2011) for the complex
analogue of D01 obtained Petho˝’s loudspeaker
12,13:
3.3. Separated-variables Diophantine equations. Let f, g ∈ Z[T ]. A Dio-
phantine equation of the form
f(x)− g(y) = 0
in integers x, y is called of separated-variables type.
11The elements of D0d are called “SRS with finiteness property” in the recent papers, which
indeed seems to be a more adequate name.
12Notice that D01 is trivial, the interval (−1, 1), but its complex analogue is the loudspeaker.
13The picture is taken from [77] with the permission of its authors.
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We start by mentioning the most important general result(s) on Diophantine
equations of separated-variables type14:
• The Bilu-Tichy theorem [75] says that such an equation has infinitely
many solutions (in rationals with bounded denominator) if and only if
f = ϕ ◦ f1 ◦ λ, g = ϕ ◦ g1 ◦ µ with ϕ, λ, µ ∈ Q[T ], deg(λ) = deg(µ) = 1
and (f1, g1) is of special (precisely described) form. Thus to prove that
such a Diophantine equations has only finitely many solutions, one just
has to verify that no such decomposition exists.
• Bilu, Fuchs, Luca and Pinte´r ([15]; 2013): In the above statement almost
all solutions satisfy f1(λ(x)) = g1(µ(y)); the possible exceptions can be
completely described.
The Bilu-Tichy theorem has many applications. We mention a few of them:
• Bilu, Brindza, Kirschenhofer, Pinte´r and Tichy ([14]; 2002): x(x +
1) · · · (x + m − 1) = 1n + 2n + · · · + (x − 1)n has only finitely many
solutions for m ≥ 2, n ≥ 1, (m,n) 6= (2, 1).
• Stoll and Tichy ([160, 161, 162, 163]; 2003-2008): Finiteness results for
Diophantine equations involving various orthogonal (classical continu-
ous and modified orthogonal) polynomials, binomial coefficients, general
Meixner and Krawtchouk polynomials.
• Bilu, Fuchs, Pinte´r and Luca ([15]; 2013): The Diophantine equations
Sxx−a = S
y
y−b, s
x
x−a = s
y
y−b, S
x
x−a = s
y
y−b, S
x
x−a =
(
y
b
)
, sxx−a =
(
y
b
)
have
only finitely many solutions (x, y) ∈ N2, where S denotes the Stirling
numbers of the second and s the (unsigned) Stirling numbers of the first
kind.
• Kreso and Rakaczki ([48]; 2013): Finiteness results for Diophantine
equations with Euler polynomials.
Yet another example is the “Debrecen problem”: Let n ≥ 1, r ≥ 1 and
fn(x) = #{(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Zn : |x1|+ · · ·+ |xn| ≤ x}.
It was proved:
• Hajdu ([111, 112]; 1997-1998): The equations f2(x) = f3(y) and f2(x) =
f4(y), f2(x) = f6(y), f3(x) = f4(y), f4(x) = f6(y) have only finitely
many solutions.
• Kirschenhofer, Petho˝ and Tichy ([43]; 1999): fn(x) = fm(y) has only
finitely many solutions for n = 2,m ≥ 3 or n = 4,m ≥ 3 or n,m ≥ 2
not congruent modulo 2 or 2 ≤ n < m ≤ 103.
• Bilu, Stoll and Tichy ([75]; 2000): fn(x) = fm(y) has only finitely many
solutions for any pair (n,m) of distinct positive integers with n,m ≥ 2.
14Observe that we are not giving a full historical account; for this one should also mention
(at least) results of Davenport, Lewis and Schinzel (cf. [79] and the monograph [151]) and the
important contributions due to Fried (cf. the survey article [93]).
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This problem originates from the investigations of the second author and was
brought to Graz by A. Petho˝. There it was named the “Debrecen problem” by
R. Tichy. This is a very nice example of our collaboration.
3.4. Linear recurrence sequences. A sequence (Gn) (in some ring, to be
specified later) is called a linear recurrence if the terms satisfy an equation of
the form
Gn+d = a1Gn+d−1 + · · ·+ adGn
for all n ≥ d for given a1, . . . , ad and G0, . . . , Gd−1. If α1, . . . , αt denote the
distinct characteristic roots of the sequence (i.e. of the polynomial xn−a1xn−1−
· · ·−ad), then we have the formula Gn = P1(n)αn1 + · · ·+Pt(n)αnt , where Pi are
polynomials with coefficients in the splitting field of the characteristic equation
of degree less than the multiplicity of the corresponding characteristic root.
A recurrence is called non-degenerate if no quotient αi/αj is a root of unity
and it is called non-unitary if no characteristic root αi is a root of unity.
Many arithmetical properties have been studied for linear recurrences includ-
ing e.g. digital and Diophantine aspects.15
The first joint result of the research groups by Kiss and Tichy ([44]; 1986)
was the following: Let (Gn) be a real second order linear recurrence satisfying
Gn+2 = AGn+1 + BGn with discriminant D = A
2 + 4B < 0 and assume that
pi−1 arctan(
√−D/A) is irrational. Then the fractional parts of Gn+1/Gn is
everywhere dense in [0, 1] but is not uniformly distributed.
We mention also the following results, which all belong to joint papers from
our collaboration:
• Kiss and Tichy ([45, 46, 47]; 1987, 1989), Grabner, Kiss and Tichy ([30];
1995): Results concerning the distribution and approximation properties
of ratios of consecutive terms of binary linear recurrence sequences.
• Petho˝ and Tichy ([55, 56]; 1989, 1993): Results for the sum-of-digits
function for representations of integers with respect to a linear recurrence
sequence.
• Fuchs, Petho˝ and Tichy ([23, 24, 25]; 2002-2008): Let (Gn) be a non-
degenerate recurrence sequence of polynomials and let P be a poly-
nomial. Under (fairly general) conditions16 it follows that Gn(x) =
Gm(P (x)) has only finitely many solutions (n,m) ∈ Z2 with n,m ≥
0, n 6= m.
• Fuchs and Petho˝ ([21]; 2005): Let (Gn) be a non-degenerate recurrence
which is “truely” defined over a function field with characteristic zero
constant field. Then there is an effectively computable constant C such
15Instead of trying to review the huge related literature, we only refer to the books [159,
106].
16In [178] the conditions were completely clarified by Zannier and a sharp bound on the
number of solutions was given.
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that for all n ∈ N with Gn = 0 we have n ≤ C. In the same paper a
similar result was shown to hold for Gn = Hm and therefore also for
Gn(x) = Gm(P (x)).
• Fuchs, Luca and Szalay ([20]; 2008): Let (Gn) be a non-degenerate bi-
nary recurrence with positive discriminant such that for infinitely many
sextuples of non-negative integers (a, b, c;x, y, z) with 1 ≤ a < b < c we
have ab + 1 = Gx, ac + 1 = Gy, bc + 1 = Gz. Set Gn = γα
n + δβn.
Then β, δ ∈ {±1}, α, γ ∈ Z. Indeed, for recurrences of this form (e.g.
Gn = 2
n + 1) infinitely many such sextuples exist!
• Pinte´r and Ziegler ([61]; 2012): If a non-unitary, non-degenerate binary
recurrence contains infinitely many three-term arithmetic progressions,
its companion polynomal divides (Xa − 2Xb + 1)/(Xd − 1) or (Xa +
Xb − 2)/(Xd − 1) with some a > b > 0, d = gcd(a, b). This implies that
the only increasing, non-unitary, non-degenerate recurrence with initial
terms 0, 1 and α 6= β containing infinitely many three term arithmetic
progressions is the Fibonacci sequence.
• Be´rczes and Ziegler ([11]; 2013): Let Gn be a Lucas sequence (i.e. a
binary recurrence with G0 = 0, G1 = 1). Then Gn does not contain
non-trivial geometric progressions, except for the one characterized by
(G1, G2, G4) = (G3, G2, G4) = (1,−2, 4).
More results can be found for example in [62, 63, 64, 18]. Other lines of
related research which we will not go into can e.g. be found in [10, 58].
4. A closer look - on a conjecture by Re´nyi and Erdo˝s
In view of the mentioned applications to Diophantine equations of separated-
variables type, it is interesting to ask for results on the functional decomposition
of polynomials and rational functions. For larger classes of polynomials this is
a highly non-trivial problem. Below we shall restrict to fewnomials (also known
as lacunary resp. sparse polynomials). Let g(x) ∈ C[x] be given. We denote by
N (g) its number of terms, i.e. we have
g(x) = a1x
n1 + · · ·+ aN (g)xnN(g) ,
wehre aj 6= 0 for j = 1, . . . ,N (g). Now given ` ∈ N. All polynomials in the set
{g(x) ∈ C[x] : N (g) ≤ `}
are called fewnomials/lacunary resp. sparse polynomials (with respect to `).
An attractive conjecture was formulated independently by Re´nyi and Erdo˝s
(we mention the papers [148] of Re´nyi from 1947 and [83] of Erdo˝s from 1949):
Is there a B0 = B0(`) such that if N (g2) ≤ `, then N (g) ≤ B0(`)? In other
words: If g2 =
∑`
i=1 aix
ni , does it follow that N (g) ≤ B0 for some B0 = B0(`)?
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This was indeed proved by Schinzel in 1987 (see [150]) in more general form
and with an explicit value for the constant17,18: If N (gd) ≤ `, then N (g) ≤ 1+
(4d)2
`−d−1d.
Schinzel conjectured that even more might be true: If deg(f) ≤ d and
N (f(g(x))) ≤ `, then N (g) ≤ B1(d, `) for some B1 = B1(d, `).
This conjecture was proved by Zannier (cf. [180]) in 2008. Indeed one can
take:
B1 = (4`)
(2`)(3`)
`+1
(as was recently shown by Karolus [127]). We do not claim that the bound is
sharp, however, we do not have good lower bounds. In fact for the additional
uniformity in the last result one needs the following, which Zannier proved in
2007 (see [179] and also [181]): If N (f(g(x))) ≤ `, then either g(x) = axn + b or
deg(f) ≤ `(`− 1). Thus one can take B1 = B1(`).
We now turn to rational functions; this is quite natural if one thinks of Dio-
phantine problems involving linear recurrences, where typically families of solu-
tions come from identities for Laurent polynomials. Let g(x) ∈ C(x) be given.
We define
N#(g) = min{N (p) +N (q) : g = p/q}.
Note that p, q may not be coprime. Thus N#(1+· · ·+xn−1) = N#((xn−1)/(x−
1)) = 4. Therefore N# does not coincide with N on polynomials. This shows
that indeed the fact that we do not necessarily consider coprime representations
for g makes the investigation of the number of terms much more involved.
The first author and Zannier proved in 2012 (cf. [98]): If N#(f(g(x))) ≤ `,
then either g(x) = λ(axn + bx−n) (λ ∈ PGL2(C), a, b ∈ C, n ∈ N) or deg(f) ≤
2016 · 5`. This is the analogue of Zannier’s result from [179] and shows that
rational operations “tend to destroy” the lacunarity.
The following question rises: What about N#(g) and thus Schinzel’s conjec-
ture? A recent result is the following:
Theorem 1 (Fuchs, Mantova and Zannier [96]). If deg(f) ≤ d and N#(f(g(x)) ≤
`, then N#(g) ≤ B2 = B2(d, `).
A combination with the result from [98] gives N#(g) ≤ B3(`). This can
be reformulated in the following way: Given ` ∈ N. There exist the effec-
tively computable data J, t ∈ N and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ J : Vj/Q and Fj , Hj ∈
17Schinzel’s result even holds for polynomials in a field of positive characteristic. The
results below do not have this feature; for the purpose of this presentation we always stick to
the case of complex polynomials.
18The result in [150] says that ` ≥ d+1+(log 2)−1 log(1+log(N (g)−1)/(d log(4d)−log d));
we give a slightly simplified version here.
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Q[Vj ](x1, . . . , xt), Gj ∈ Q[Vj ](x) with Fj = Gj ◦Hj and Fj has ` terms such that
the following holds:
If f(x) = g(h(x)), g, h ∈ C(x) has ` terms, h(x) 6= λ(axn+bx−n),
then there is j and P ∈ Vj(C), (k1, . . . , kt) ∈ Zt with g(x) =
Gj(P, x), h(x) = Hj(P, x
k1 , . . . , xkt), f(x) = Fj(P, x
k1 , . . . , xkt).
But we can do much more! We have shown that rational roots of lacunary
equations are lacunary, in more details the following result is true.
Theorem 2 (Fuchs, Monatova and Zannier [96]). Let f(x, y) ∈ C[x, y] with
Nx(f) ≤ ` and degy(f) ≤ d.
a) If f(x, g(x)) = 0 with g(x) ∈ C(x), then N#(g) ≤ B4 = B4(d, `).
b) If f is monic, then g(x) ∈ C[x] and N (g) ≤ B5 = B5(d, `).
The result can be reformulated in the following obvious equivalent way, which
is more suitable for the proof and also for applications:
Theorem 3 (Fuchs, Mantova and Zannier [96]). Let f(x1, . . . , x`, y) ∈ C[x1, . . . ,
x`, y] and f have degree at most d in each variable.
a) If f(xn1 , . . . , xn` , g(x)) = 0 with g(x) ∈ C(x), then N#(g) ≤ B6 =
B6(d, `).
b) If f is monic in the last variable, then g(x) ∈ C[x] and N (g) ≤ B7 =
B7(d, `).
The constants B2 to B7 can all be calculated from the proof. However, they
will be quite poor (certainly iterated exponential) so that no explicit values were
worked out.
We shall not go into mentioning applications of these results (which can be
found in [96]) or elaborate too much on the proof. Instead, we just mention a few
ingredients of it. The proof is done by an intricate triple induction argument;
the main induction is done on `. Without loss of generality we may assume that
f is monic in y. Moreover, the proof uses:
• Newton polygons and Puiseux series (in a more refined form) - we have
found a new way of making the expansion which gives additional infor-
mation,
• Puiseux series of other base fields than the rational function field - this
was not available in the literature and might be of interest in its own,
• Pseudo-Puiseux expansion, which we have developed to control the in-
dices in the Puiseux expansions,
• successive minima for the exponents which gives a reparametrization
procedure,
• Diophantine approximation in function fields.
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To finish with this part, we mention that similar results can be given for other
types of lacunarity. One can consider families of polynomials/rational functions
which are inspired by varying the concept of lacunarity, e.g.:
• fixing the number of zeros and poles; this was considered by Fuchs and
Petho˝ ([22]; 2011)19,
• taking polynomials satisfying a common linear recurrence; special cases
of this were considered by Fuchs, Petho˝ and Tichy ([23, 94, 24, 25];
2002-2008),
• clearly, there are many more possibilities.
5. A closer look - the unit sum number problem
An integral domain R is called k-good, if every element of R can be written
as a sum of k units. The unit sum number u(R) of R is:
• the minimal integer k such that R is k-good, if such an integer exists,
• ω, if R is not k-good for any k but every element of R is a sum of units,
• ∞ otherwise, i.e. if R is not (additively) generated by its units.
Some simple examples:
• u(Q) = 2,
• u(Z) = ω,
• u(Q[x]) =∞.
There are several results concerning different kinds of domains R, for example:
• endomorphism rings of modules and vector spaces: Zelinsky ([182];
1954), Goldsmith, Pabst and Scott ([105]; 1998),
• matrix rings: Henriksen ([114]; 1974), Levy ([139]; 1972), Va´mos and
Wiegand ([174]; 2011),
• function fields: Frei ([89, 90]; 2011),
• rings of integers of quadratic number fields and cyclotomic fields: Ashrafi
and Va´mos ([66]; 2005).
Now we shall focus exclusively on rings of integers of algebraic number fields.
Let K be an algebraic number field, with unit group U . For given k ≥ 2, consider
the so-called unit equation
u1 + · · ·+ uk = 1
in unknowns u1, . . . , uk ∈ U . A solution to this equation is non-degenerate, if no
subsum on the left hand side vanishes. There are many deep results concerning
unit equations; most importantly, such an equation admits only finitely many
19See also [147] for some further information in this direction.
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non-degenerate solutions.20 This is ultimately based upon the famous subspace
theorem of Schmidt (cf. e.g. [153, 154]).
Unit equations appear in a huge variety of applications, e.g. to Diophan-
tine equations, irreducibility of polynomials, to arithmetic graphs, properties of
digital sequences like discrepancy of lacunary sequences, etc.21
Let K be a number field, with unit group U . Write r for the rank of U . Let
k be a positive integer, and set
Hk = {u1 + · · ·+ uk : u1, . . . , uk ∈ U} .
Theorem 4 (Jarden, Narkiewicz [126], Hajdu [113], independently). The length
of any non-constant arithmetic progression in Hk is at most C(r).
The main tools in the background of the proof are:
• a result of Evertse, Schlickewei and Schmidt [86] on the non-degenerate
solutions of unit equations,
• a classical result of Van der Waerden [175] on monochromatic arithmetic
progressions (to handle vanishing subsums).
The result in fact holds more generally on replacing U by a multiplicative
subgroup of the multiplicative group of K of, say, rank r.
Corollary 1 (Jarden and Narkiewicz [126]). The ring R of integers of any
algebraic number field K is not k-good for any k.
To prove the corollary, just take any non-zero α in R, and consider the arith-
metic progression α, 2α, 3α, 4α, . . . . Then by the previous theorem we obtain
that for any k, one of these numbers cannot belong to Hk. Hence the statement
follows.
As always, answering a question opens up several new ones:
• We have u(R) = ω or ∞ - can we say something about it?
• Can we say “how many” elements of R is the sum of k units?
• What if we allow linear combinations rather than sums of units?
• What if units are replaced by elements of bounded norm?
• What if we require the units to be distinct?
First we give some results concerning the first question above.
• Belcher ([70]; 1975), and Ashrafi and Va´mos ([66]; 2005): Full char-
acterization of the case u(R) = ω, where R is the ring of integers of
Q(
√
d).
• Tichy and Ziegler ([167]; 2007): Full characterization of the case u(R) =
ω, where R is the ring of integers of Q( 3
√
d).
20Once again, instead of giving a survey of the vast literature, we only refer the interested
reader to the excellent survey papers [84, 110] and books [159, 85].
21See again [84, 110, 159, 85].
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• Filipin, Tichy and Ziegler ([87]; 2008): Full characterization of the case
u(R) = ω, where R is the ring of integers of Q( 4
√
d) (d < 0).
• Frei ([92]; 2012): For any number field K, there exists a number field
L containing K, such that the ring of integers of L is generated by its
units. This result answers a question of Jarden and Narkiewicz [126].
Now about the question that “how many” algebraic integers can be obtained
as a sum of k units. To make this question precise, we need to introduce some
notation. Let K be an algebraic number field with ring of integers R, k a positive
integer and x a positive real number. Write uK(k, x) for the number of all classes
[α] of associated elements α ∈ R with |N(α)| ≤ x such that α can be written as
α =
k∑
i=1
εi,
where the εi are units of R and no subsum on the right hand side above vanishes.
Now we can give some results concerning uK(k, x):
• Fuchs, Tichy and Ziegler ([97]; 2009): Asymptotically precise expression
for uK(k, x).
• Frei, Tichy and Ziegler ([91]; 2014): A similar result for the case when
representations of the form α = α1 + · · ·+ αk are considered, where the
αi are S-integers of bounded norm.
22
We also mention that there are several results about the representation of
elements of R as linear combinations (rather than sums) of units of K. One can
see e.g. papers of Thuswaldner and Ziegler ([166]; 2011), and Dombek, Hajdu
and Petho˝ ([80]; 2014). However, at this point we do not go into details.
Finally, we consider the variant of the problem where in the representations
the units have to be distinct. If every element of R can be obtained as a sum
of distinct units of K, then we say that K is a distinct unit generated (DUG)
field. In this direction we mention the following results:
• Jacobson ([125]; 1964), S´liwa ([158]; 1974): Q(√2) and Q(√5) are the
only quadratic DUG number fields.
• S´liwa ([158]; 1974): there are no DUG fields of the form Q( 3√d); Belcher
([70]; 1974): there are only seven complex cubic DUG number fields.
• Hajdu and Ziegler ([34]; 2014): a finite list of all complex quartic DUG
fields. They extended methods of S´liwa, Belcher, Thuswaldner and
Ziegler.
• Dombek, Masa´kova´ and Ziegler ([81]; 2015): extending the above meth-
ods further, could make the results of Hajdu and Ziegler much more
precise.
22Actually, there was a mistake in a result that was used in [97] (this is contained in [88,
Lemma 2]); this gap was successfully closed by Frei, Tichy and Ziegler.
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6. Conclusion
We hope that we could show that our groups have worked and work together
in a very fruitful and efficient way. We find the results very impressive and it is
certainly our wish that the collaboration continues this way. We mention some
projects which are currently considered:
• Diophantine tuples with values in recurrences,
• polynomial-exponential Diophantine equations,
• separated-variables Diophantine equations,
• questions on quadrinomials,
• lacunary composite polynomials,
• discrete tomography,
• and, fortunately, in fact there are many more!
The authors would like to thank A. Petho˝ and R. Tichy for giving the motivation
to such a paper and for their encouragement to turn the presentation given in
Gyo˝r (Hungary) on August 26, 2015 into a paper. Moreover, we thank the Ja´nos
Bolyai Mathematical Society, in particular to its President Gyula Katona, for
the support in turning this into reality.
The authors are also grateful to the referees for their helpful suggestions.
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